
WorldLII’s Privacy Law Project
Searching the world’s privacy cases and complaint reports

The World Legal Information Institute (WorldLII) <www.worldlii.org>  through its
Privacy Law Project <    www.worldlii.org/int/special/privacy/   >  provides free
access to reports of cases and complaints investigations from Privacy Commissioners,
Courts and Tribunals around the world, and particularly from the Asia-Pacific region.
Both WorldLII and the Privacy Project are joint initiatives of University-based Legal
Information Institutes (LIIs) in many countries. There is no charge for use, they are free.

Contents
The 16 databases currently provided by the Project are shown below, together with the
LII on which they are located, and the years of decisions or articles covered.

There are 8 case law databases from Australia, 3 from Canada, 2 from New Zealand
and 1 from Ireland. Decisions from Hong Kong and South Korea are being added. There



are also the archives of two journals specializing in privacy (PLPR and Epic Alert), and
a third (Privacy Laws & Business) is also being added. In addition a Catalog of links to
hundreds of web sites dealing with privacy from most countries in the world can be
browsed, and many of these websites can be browsed using WorldLII’s search engine.

Search Features

The search engine searches the full text of all decisions and uses Boolean and proximity
operators. Search results are ranked in likely order of relevance to the search terms.
Additional ‘privacy limiting’ search terms (“personal information or personal data or
data protection”) are added to all searches to ensure that only cases related to
information privacy are found. This enables Project searches to then be repeated over all
of WorldLII’s 500 databases and still remain relevant to privacy. An extract from a
search result is shown below (searching for “disclos* near (medical or health)”.

It is also possible to limit searches just to cases or just to journal articles, or to materials
from one region (Australasia, Asia or Europe).
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